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Best hairstyle for guys with thick hair

Like the woman who made it famous, the classic Bardot ponytail stretches the line between cute and sexy.1. Saturate damp hair with volumizing spray and rough-dry on the head, lifting at the roots with your fingers. This helps build volume from the beginning, says hairdresser Harry Josh. (We like Phyto
Phytovolume Actif Volumizing Spray.) 2. When the hair is 80 percent dry, flip up again and blow dry in three-inch sections, twisted strands around a medium round brush are held vertically to give them a small bend.3. Make a short center part and back-comb four or five straight sections on top of the head
to just below the crown, then smooth over them with a flat boar-brush. (Mason Pearson makes a good one.) 4. With the same brush, loosely sweep back the sides (be sure to omit your bangs and a few layers at the front), then do the same with the hair on top. Brush the top layer last, so when you anchor
the ponytail, you don't lose the volume at the top, says Normant. Fasten it all in a ponytail at the neck, then wrap a small part of the hair around the elastic and anchor the ends underneath by making an X with two mini hairpins.5. Take a one-inch portion of hair from the layers you left loose on either side
of the part, mist with hairspray to smooth, and collect them both in the center of the back of the head. Tie them in a knot (as the first step in tying a shoelace) and insert a hairpin at the point where they cut. Tuck the ends up under the strip of hair on each side, pinning into place if needed. Thick hair is very
unforgiving when it comes to fast, easy hairstyles. But you don't get discouraged yet, because with some knuckle grease and using your favorite YouTube vloggers, you can achieve a step styles for thick hair that will make you love and embrace your strong, unique strands. Smart braids? Effortless up-
dos? Girly buns? Fear not, thick haired girls because you can rock these looks just like everyone else! You should trust me on this because I speak from experience. Since my parents are both Eastern European, I was blessed with super long, thick, dark hair - and lots of it. Although it was always a bit of a
struggle when I was younger, I've grown to love and appreciate my hair just the way it is. However, some hairstyles are extra time consuming and super hard to achieve if you are only a beginner when you have tight locks. Fortunately, though, the internet has our back. With just a simple search on
YouTube you will see that the possibilities for cute, beautiful styles for thick hair are endless. The best part? They're super easy to achieve, too. So here are nine simple, one-step hairstyles for thick hair that will make you love and embrace your strands like you never had before. You can thank me later!1.
Beachy WavesIf you are already tired of winter, you may be craving a good relaxation session ot the beach. But If this is an unattainable dream, at least you can channel the waves with your hair! If you've got thick hair and have never successfully pulled out beachy waves, then this is the teacher for you.
Stephanie Lange's video explains exactly how to achieve the look with specific tips and tricks for thick-haired girls. This beach escape may not be as out of reach as you think!2. BeautyByBriddy shows viewers how to achieve some classics. These hairstyles may remind you of your middle school days, but
they are still so chic and relevant now. Imagine them rocking those matching ponytails with a choke and jelly shoes? Tell me you don't love that look!3. All BraidsJodie Coetzee shows us not one, not two, but six different hairstyles perfect for thick hair. They're all playing well apart, too. It's hard not to be
inspired after watching her video.4. Messy BunAt trendy messy bun you thought your thick hair could never handle? There is a tutorial for it! It is important to follow indierose instructions to create two different ponytails, carefully place bobby pins, and then masterfully twist your hair to get a beautiful,
messy bun style. If you are all about having your hair out of your face, prepare to make this look one of your go-tos.5. Sleek BunIf you are more of a slim bun kinda girl, then you can choose this tutorial. Holly Tiara goes through a detailed account of how to achieve a beautiful low bun with just a few steps
and a few products. Perfect for formal events or professional endeavors, this look is definitely worth revising.6. Bohemian BraidI loves a good braid, and Kylee from Kylees Korner shows how she's seeing an easy step-by-step guide to achieving a great one. Kylee's braid is great for long manners and
mimics a stunning mermaid-like style that's really worthy of a selfie. With some extra tips on how to make it look chunky and messy, there's no doubt thick stranded ladies will be fans.7. Sleek &amp; LongAlexandrasGirlyTalk is glamorous and chic, and since her hair is curly and thick, she is a perfect
example to follow. She expertly combs her thick, curly hair into a flat look and lets it dry naturally to reveal professional blowout level strands. No heat, almost no effort - sign me up!8. French TwistLianneLin speaks the truth when she says heavy, thick hair doesn't like up-dos. But with her direction, you
can achieve a French twist that is perfect for more formal events and will work with your thick hair rather than against it. A few steps and a handful of bobby pins later, Lianne reveals a beautiful up-do that your thick hair is guaranteed to love. So to all my fellow thick-haired girls who always thought their
hair was too unruly for cute hairstyles: you are welcome! Want more beauty tips? Check out the video and be sure to subscribe to Bustle's YouTube page for hacks and tricks! Having long hair leaves plenty of hairstyles at your disposal. Even if your hair is technically up in a ponytail let's say, long hair has
an effortless fall that casually cascades down your neck, back or shoulders. As a hair stylist, long hair is my favorite to play with because the options feel really endless. Here are 50 coveted styles for long, cascading threads with tips to get you there every step of the way. 01 of 50 While you have some
extra time on your hands, it may be worth trying a YouTube or Instagram video tutorial and learning a new braiding technique, like this waterfall braid. This cascading duo is definitely a skill we want to acquire. Be gracious with yourself of course, and try to start with a single waterfall braid before crushing
it and taking on the other. 02 of 50 This hairstyle is a two for an agreement right here. What appears as a casual half-up top knot from the front is also part bubble ponytail! What a quick way to elevate such a simple style. 03 of 50 To get extra body and volume, rely on your blow dryer attachments to give
you a helping hand. Start by turning these snake curls upside down and use a diffuser to evenly distribute the airflow through your curls and help define their shape. Finish your blow dry with a wide tooth comb attachment to get added lift from the scalp. As you shake your curls out, apply a little hairspray
to help keep their airy, volumized shape. 04 of 50 With hair props as well, there's really no need to do much else with your hair. To try a similar look as these falling flowers, you can use floral thread or a needle and thread to attach heavier props to your strands. 05 of 50 When it comes to having super
long locks, you want to make sure your color is on point. With so much hair to work through, bugs can be left in there to hide under the surface, and when you leave with your hair curly they can be harder to detect. Try asking for a straight, smooth blowout, especially if you're more likely to fix it yourself at
home. 06 of 50 Tired of your hair splitting down the middle or always falling to one side? Try to wear your hair back without a parting for a change. By using a mixed brush (like a Mason Pearson) and your blow dryer with a nozzle attachment, start by directing the hair back and forth at the root to neutralize
things. Then brush your hair back into your desired location and spritz with hairspray before allowing the heat of your blow dryer to follow. Do this a few times and help the hair set with flat duck bill clips or no-curl clips. When you're done, attach a sock diffuser to the dryer and gently apply the cool setting
to your threads. 07 of 50 To add a hippie look to your tresses, apply a generous of hairspray all over the place before creating four three-stranded braids in the hair. Run over each braid with your flat iron, gliding (not (not from roots to tips. Do this a few times before unraveling your braids. Use a wide tooth
comb to break up these subtle bends and air it out with your favorite dry texture spray. Throw up a peace sign and you're groovy, baby. 08 of 50 To get the most body out of your curls or waves, be sure to have a haircut that gives good shape. Adding layers to hair types with lots of natural movements
allows your tresses to effortlessly fall into place. 09 of 50 For beautiful, stylized twists, technique is really everything. For best results, be sure to apply good voltages. You will need a styling cream to help your twists hold and a stronghold gel to apply to your ends to hold them together. Be sure you start
with clean, detangled hair to help your twists last a good one to two weeks. 10 by 50 There are a few variations of waves you can create with your flat iron. One of our favorites is the S-wave. Simply grab a 1 part of the hair and gently push it up from below so it naturally pushes itself into a C shape. Press
over this shape with the flat iron and continue to make your way down your section, alternating the direction of that C shape to create your S. It sounds like a lot of letters to follow, but your hair will obviously create the shapes needed for this result. 11 of 50 We love this modernization of a Japanese style
bun, tall and structural in its shape with deliberately long ends cascading down. Trading out chopsticks for a sleek, gold hairpin and round barrette bring a modern edge to this style and we are fully on board for it. 12 by 50 This woven fishtail requires some seriously long, cascading locks to get this level of
detail. To recreate, start high up on top of the occipital bone by assembling both sides from a center parting and end classic with delicate, clean ribbon to tie things out. This braid requires some very fine sections to get such an intricate looking weaving. 13 of 50 Box braids is a classic go-to for long,
cascading threads, natural or not. If your hair isn't long enough, weaving in extensions is pretty typical of this look. It's a really fun way to sport long hair for a few months. 14 of 50 For a gelled look that's more natural and doesn't crunch up or leave residue around the hairline, turn to a soft mousse instead
of a gel. Using your diffuser and some no-crease clips will help you direct the hair how you would like it to sit at the roots. You can use a water-based pomade to detail your edges or smooth over your hairline if needed. 15 of 50 Protective Accessories will help your hairstyles last for days by preventing
creases in the hair. Some of my favorites are gold claw clips and silk or satin scrunchies from My Kitsch. of 50 For soft curls like this, try using extra large hot rollers and brush it off with your Mason Pearson. Bumble's Bumble's Thickening spray will help to add more body to your style if needed, and
adding a ribbon or bow to the mixture will give your style a very fine, feminine feel. 17 by 50 An easy way to accessorize long braids this crisscrossing method with your banding of choices. This could be elastic, laces, or any kind of colored thread. Simply pack the middle of your band around the top of
your braid and crisscross them all the way down, tying the ends together. 18 of 50 For a retro-inspired 60s look, a la Brigette Bardot, use a teasing tail comb like this one from YS Park. Use the end of your comb to create a deep side part, then take thin sections on the crown and first spray the back of
each section with hairspray before you go in with your teasing comb. When you put all your sections down, gently brush over it to smooth it out with your Mason Pearson. 19 of 50 When it comes to choosing products for ultra-long waves, be on the lookout for ingredients like shea butter, coconut oil, or
avocado oil to help keep moisture a top priority for your hair. 20 by 50 With threads this long, your ponytail is bound to be nothing short of chic. Pulling your strands straight back from the eye line will give a clean, tight look from the front as your ponytail cascades down your back. 21 of 50 Take your
bedhead waves from messy to glam'd up by throwing in a simple bejeweled hair pin or two. For a piece-y look on the ends, rub some pomade between your fingers and run them through your ends to get some separation. 22 of 50 As if long, cascading braids aren't sensational enough, wrapping some of
them up in knots and letting others hang down has certainly caught our eye. 23 of 50 Keeping your long, juicy curls defined is really just a matter of using the right size barrel. If you choose a barrel too small, it will leave a very unnatural look, and if you go too wide, you will lack the serious volume your
texture is able to give you. Using a serum or oil like EVOLVh's Wonderbalm will also help provide a natural, easy separation. 24 by 50 What's not to love about a classic cascading braid? A quick addition of this extra large scrunchie around the base makes all the difference. 25 of 50 You can use your
favorite round brush to get a straight, full look from your blowout. When you get to the ends, give them a quick little twist for a fun, soft detail to your look. 26 of 50 If you don't have wavy hair naturally, fake it until you do it by adding some OUAI Wave Spray ($26) to your strands and then scrunching up
sections by hand. Hit each handheld pile with blow dryer. When the hair is completely dry, you can stir things up by going over any quirky waves or frizzier areas with your curling iron, changing the direction of Barrel wrap halfway down the string for the completely imperfect wild waves. 27 of 50 To get a
full head of curls, curls, 1 parts of your hair around a 1 curling iron. Be sure to wrap each section in the same direction. Once done, grab a wet brush and rake through these curls, brushing out until what you get is a single, cohesive wave pattern with lots of fluff and extra volume. 28 of 50 Side-swept hair
is an easy way to elevate your look for any occasion. If pinning it back on one side like Awkwafina isn't your jam, check out our list of 20 glamorous Side-Swept Looks for more inspo. 29 of 50 These 3/4 waves have left us googly eyed. With extensions added for length, and a wet brush only taken through
the ends of the hair, we're left with this amazing Disco Glam fever. For more 70s hair inspo, click here for our nod to feather hairstyles. 30 by 50 Sometimes, all it takes to get a retro-mod beauty look is pairing your cat's eye with a chunky headband. Can it get more low key than that? 31 of 50 When a
natural ginger or redhead has long, cascading hair, the little mermaid fangirl in me lives vicariously through her. 32 of 50 Fun, funky updos like this require long threads to get the full effect. Once you've secured your ponytail straight back from your ears, start twisting your ponytail and then, just before it
gets too tight, lift the twist up to the bottom of your head and secure with hair pins. Adding a bobby pin discreetly on the base will help to give extra hold to your threads before you let the ends hang out loosely. 33 of 50 A triple or double barrel iron is an easy way to get a lot of beautiful movement into the
hair with minimal effort. When you have extra long threads, any tool that can help cut down on styling time is essential for your styling efforts. 34 of 50 Getting a big bomb Barbie blowout requires starting from the beginning. Get your hands on a good volumizing shampoo and conditioner and follow up with
a volumizing primer like this one from Virtue Labs. Applying the primer generously to the roots (wet or dry) and blow-drying it in with your hands will have your hair reaching for the sky in no time. 35 by 50 Long hair is a prerequisite for some updo styles, like these double Dutch braided buns. Split the hair
down the middle to create two French braids. Then wrap your ends in two buns and secure with hairpins. 36 by 50 Long hair can provide a lot of natural volume when it's all assembled tightly like this ballerina top knot. Flip your head upside down and spray your hairbrush with hairspray, keeping good
tension as you pull your hair together to remove the bump. 37 of 50 Super soft layers require super soft color. With an effortless color and cut combo that looks this natural, you can stretch your salon visit to every six months at minimum. 38 out of 50 Glitter always means a good time, am I right?! Whether
braided or straight down, use a color brush or fine tooth comb to apply some gel around your put and dust your glitter on while the product is wet, so it will last. 39 by 50 Who says face framing bits around the hairline should be short? Nobody, that's who. We love watching Jessica Alba embrace these long
cascading bits around her face. Add a scarf wrap into the mix and a good view to channel the ultimate, casual holiday vibes. 40 of 50 Long hair not always cascade down. Sometimes it cascades out. Whichever way it falls, we vote to just let it all hang out. 41 of 50 The Queen of Bows, Nell Diamond,
which also has the longest hair in the entire country, launched some of her very own hair accessories-equipped with bows, of course-to accompany the nap dresses and silk pillowcases of her bedding brand, Hill House Home. 42 by 50 A perfect imperfect attempt at random fishtail braids will have others
swooning over your threads from all directions. 43 by 50 When you have long, thick hair, it doesn't require a ton of effort in the hair styling department for you to look completely put together. A simple classic like this half-up half-down style is sure to get plenty of admirers. 44 by 50 Another fun way to fix up
an easy hairstyle on long strands is to add a different texture to your ends. Try pulling your hair up into a high ponytail and shrinking it to add some variation to your day-to-day. 45 of 50 colored bobby pins is a playful touch to any hairstyle. Adding two or three here and having a nice, subtle touch, or you
can go all-in and make a high statement piece like this color gradient of criss crossed bobby pins from roots to ends. 46 out of 50 Sometimes your best accessories are right under your nose. We love this woven in wild grass at Olivia Wilde, who was pulled from her stylists' own garden. 47 of 50 If you want



to get really experimental with your long strands, try to make a wet to dry look. Using a styling lotion or gel will help you shape and set the hair closest to your roots. 48 of 50 Accessories are each hair length best friend. These Jennifer Behr pins elevate a clean, sleek ponytail to the next level. 49 of 50
Giving yourself a deep page parting is a really fun way to amp up your look when you need an easy route to get yourself event ready. We've compiled some more of our favorite side-swept looks for you here. 50 by 50 If you have long blond hair, try making a bold statement with a pop of pastel. Adding a
temporary, playful color like pink or lavender will provide an instant, head-turning switch to previously bleached hair. It will fade with each wash, so it is a short-term relationship. To learn more, check out our complete guide to Going Pastel. Pastel.
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